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The news is always on in my house. Everyone waits for the 'frisson of excitement' anytime there
is so-called 'breaking news!'.

Last week was different. Math was mentioned, so I was suddenly paying full attention.

A politician was calling for more "real world" or "practical" math to be covered in the school
curriculum.  The argument was that lack of mathematical teaching was the cause of the nation's
consumer debt crisis.  That this lack of mathematical education has led us to make poor
financial choices, leaving us as individuals and as a collective society saddled with significant
debt.  Fix the school curriculum and you will fix the consumer debt crisis was the message.

This did not sound right to me.

As a year 10 student, not old enough to even start to get into debt, I can attest that we are
already taught consumer math in our IGCSE curriculum.  We are tested on the calculation of
simple and compound interest, discounts and inflation rates, interest-only and principal and
interest repayments, as well as statistics and the probability of separate and dependent events
occurring.  All the cornerstones of basic consumer math calculations are covered. These topics
are not new to us this year, we were introduced to them years ago.

A quick online search showed that many national curriculums teach consumer math and have
done so for decades.

So, if the students of the world already know the math required to make informed choices, why
are so many of us contributing to the consumer debt crisis as soon as we are old enough?   Can
further math education on the topic help, or is there some other reason behind this crisis that no
amount of math training will change?

An article in the Wall Street Journal1, highlights the issue well.   It discusses elite Universities in
the United States offering Master's degrees that end up "financially hobbling" their students for
decades.

The core problem presented is that the potential salaries earned in the fields the degrees were
offered are not enough to repay the significant student loans taken out to study the degrees.

These student loans are large, with debts of more than $300 000 rising each year due to a 7.9%
interest rate with no ability to pay the loan down, due to low earning ability.  Their unpaid loans
were ballooning.

1https://www.wsj.com/articles/financially-hobbled-for-life-the-elite-masters-degrees-that-dont-pay
-off-11625752773



Students of the Masters of Film Studies at Columbia University were specifically discussed.
This degree is popular, the University of Columbia is prestigious, a film career is a dream for
many people and the cost is around $200,000 for the course fees alone.

The film industry has a high unemployment rate and a low salary range.  Many Columbia film
graduates never earn enough to pay the interest on their student loans, let alone make
payments against the principal amount.  Thus, years after the completion of the degree their
student loans are increasing rather than decreasing.

What I found fascinating was that graduates in the article seemed to be upset about their
situation.   They are unable to service their debt and despondent about the associated increase
of their owings.  It is as if it was a surprise to them that this would be the case.

However, all this information was fully available to them at the time they made the decision to
attend the graduate program.  From this information their current situation would have been
easy for them to predict.  They made their enrollment decision with full knowledge and we would
assume they made the best decision for themselves knowing the future implications.

Importantly the math involved with the decision making is very simple.  These calculations
include determining the interest to be paid and paying down the principal of the loan, noting the
average wage in the industry and the employment rate.  These are not complex mathematical
calculations, they are in our IGCSE math curriculum.

We can also safely assume that the people applying for Columbia University Graduate program
placements are among the best and brightest.  This applies to all applicants to top university
programs.

However, the article states many Graduates end up regretting their enrollment decision due to
the scale of their ongoing financial obligations for that decision.  This regret is despite clear and
transparent data being available at the time and being able to make the required calculations.

It is easy to see that taking on hundreds of thousands of dollars in debt for a degree with low
income prospects will result in many years of debt repayment and the likelihood of a
compounding debt if interest can not be paid.  It’s not rocket science.

So, if the data was available and the math involved was not too complex, why are Graduates
making well informed decisions that are hobbling them financially for decades and then claiming
to be shocked by the reality of this outcome?

Is the problem that we are incapable of making math centric choices?

I don't think this is the case. We are completely capable of making decisions supported by math
when it suits us.   We need look no further than the world of online gaming to witness this.



In the online gaming environment we become ruthless statisticians, calculating in almost
real-time the weapon to choose based on the relational advantages of the foe, the crops to grow
to achieve the result the fastest or the abilities to nurture to level up.

So we are more than capable of making beneficial math-based choices.  Why then do some
succumb to crippling debt they later claim they didn’t want, while others stay clear?  Especially
when they all have the required base level of mathematical understanding to make supporting
calculations.

It's an interesting question and I believe the answers come when we start to look at the role of
motivation, consumerism, desire and social status in decision making.

Maths seems to be given more power in our decisions the lower the desire level is on the other
side of the decision equation.  The less we have to battle with ourselves in terms of forgoing
something we want, the more consideration the numbers are given.

If we look at our gaming example - there is very little life impact from these decisions.  They are
fast, frivolous decisions with little consequence.  If we fail we can simply respawn online and
alter our decision.  It is far easier to make the decision based almost purely on the math
because nothing 'real' is at stake.

Whereas, with the Master's degree example, we have non - mathematical elements of desire
involved.  We have the desire to believe we will have a fulfilling career in our chosen field of
creative endeavor, there is social status in a Master's Degree, there is the prestige of an Ivy
League university and the feeling of achievement in being one of the few chosen for the course
among many applicants.

These are desires the students want to fulfill.  They want these outcomes for themselves.

At this point the Student is focussing on the fulfillment of their wants and desires while almost
ignoring the financial situation they will face for decades after experiencing the course.

This being the case, the Master's student in this example would have made an irrational choice.
The very nature of irrationality means that whatever his level of math and financial literacy, he
will proceed with his choice regardless. His brain seems to switch off to future obligations. He is
operating on a different (deficient) level.

This is perhaps why, years later, this same student blames the system rather than himself.

At the time he made the choice he was irrational. He decided on emotion. His brain convinced
him he was correct and that the bill associated with his decision was not too bad or might
disappear in some way.  This is why his brain then assumes he must have been tricked, duped
or conned into taking on the debt. It couldn't possibly be his own fault, could it? He does not



stop to think that the trickery occurred in his own mind while in the decision-making process.
Math education alone will not improve this aspect of the decision making process.

The desires the student is seeking to fulfill are indeed hard to quantify, whereas the financial
costs and long term financial implications are easy to quantify.  The desires can be met now or
soon, the impact of the costs won't be felt until after the desires have been experienced.

This is why it is hard to make decisions that we won't regret in the future.  Our experience and
pleasure of the desire are fully met, and sometimes even forgotten, well before the pain of the
quantifiable financial burden even begins.

Once the experience of the desire is over, the harder reality confronts us.  From that moment of
extinguished desire, it is suddenly very easy to do the math and understand the impacts the
numbers present us with. The numbers and impacts are all that remain.

At this point, there is only regret. Some call it buyer's remorse. No matter how it is described,
desire has left the building, and reality is now slapping us in the face. We have experienced our
fun or our desire has been fulfilled, all we are left with now are the numbers and the pain of our
obligations.

There are now no ongoing attempts to fulfill desires clouding our decisions. Only the aftermath
remains. The comedown that can be shown in cold hard numbers stemming from simple
mathematical equations.  At this point, our math is "listened" to by our minds.  But it is too late.

We are suddenly calculating, with great accuracy and awareness, the extra interest that will
need to be paid on the credit card long after the expensive night out has been forgotten, we are
realizing we are not ok with losing all the money in the deal or realizing we may need to work for
25 years in a career not of our choice to pay for a low employment degree.  We can calculate
our obligations and feel the impacts of those very clearly once desire is not clouding our
thoughts.

So, lack of math skill isn't the problem!

If math is not the problem, what is missing in our education that could solve this issue?  How do
we start to make clearly thought-out decisions that we don't regret?

We need to learn how to balance math and desires to make our best decisions. The integration
of mathematics into our daily lives indeed helps us make the best decisions, but we need to
learn how to regulate our emotions so we don't disregard numerical facts so easily.

Institutions have policies and laws to direct decision making to avoid these personal biases.  We
individuals need to rely on our inner compass and self-awareness to weigh the data and
calculations against our wants and desires.  It is hard when only ourselves can hold us to
account for a rigorous decision-making process.



Only with a strong awareness of our personal tendencies can we take full advantage of our
Mathematical education in terms of applying it to the decisions we are faced with in life.

It's about our everyday life choices.

It's all well and good that we know how to calculate compound interest on a credit card debt, but
it's not much good if we have not learned how to balance that information against our
overwhelming desire. If we desire a holiday over the summer while ignoring the fact that we
would need to spend the next 3 years paying it off with interest, or if we desire a Master's
Degree while not being willing to pay the price of that degree, we are not able to make our best
decisions.  Long after the holiday is over the sting of payment continues whether we want it to or
not.

This is not to say we shouldn't take the holiday, it's fine to take the holiday if we have accepted
the obligations that go with it - i.e. paying the bill with interest.

We need to learn to give our future self the respect of having a say in the current decision. It is
our future self that will be saddled with the debt and our current self that will experience the
desire.  The two need to communicate better.  This is what we need to be taught in school. This
is the skill that is lacking.

Without understanding the role desire plays in our decision-making process we seem destined
to learn harsh financial lessons.  Some of these lessons could financially hobble us for life.

My issue is not with any individual's actions. No one has the right to dissuade an individual from
following their dreams and their passions regardless of cost. If a person wants to take a holiday
or enroll in a degree, then so be it. No one has the right to dissuade or criticize.

My issue is that Math cannot dissolve human wants or desires. When Governments say 'the
answer to dampening consumerism is more math in schools' they are wrong.

To solve the problem we must also teach students  to apply logic in the face of overwhelming
desire.  Our math skills need to be matched by self-awareness training and emotional control to
see an improvement in our ability to make decisions for ourselves that we don't soon regret.
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